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Abstract: The aim of the present report was to evaluate the effectiveness and impact of
multisensory and cognitive stimulation on improving cognition in elderly persons living
in long-term-care institutions (institutionalized [I]) or in communities with their families
(noninstitutionalized [NI]). We compared neuropsychological performance using language and
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) test scores before and after 24 and 48 stimulation
sessions. The two groups were matched by age and years of schooling. Small groups of ten or
fewer volunteers underwent the stimulation program, twice a week, over 6 months (48 sessions
in total). Sessions were based on language and memory exercises, as well as visual, olfactory,
auditory, and ludic stimulation, including music, singing, and dance. Both groups were assessed
at the beginning (before stimulation), in the middle (after 24 sessions), and at the end (after 48
sessions) of the stimulation program. Although the NI group showed higher performance in all
tasks in all time windows compared with I subjects, both groups improved their performance
after stimulation. In addition, the improvement was significantly higher in the I group than the
NI group. Language tests seem to be more efficient than the MMSE to detect early changes in
cognitive status. The results suggest the impoverished environment of long-term-care institutions may contribute to lower cognitive scores before stimulation and the higher improvement
rate of this group after stimulation. In conclusion, language tests should be routinely adopted
in the neuropsychological assessment of elderly subjects, and long-term-care institutions need
to include regular sensorimotor, social, and cognitive stimulation as a public health policy for
elderly persons.
Keywords: aging, multisensory stimulation, cognition, language, impoverished environment,
long-term-care institutions
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Aging is associated with cognitive decline, which affects memory, language, executive functions, and the speed of information processing. This may worsen or improve
depending on genetics,1 epigenetics,1–4 and lifestyle.5,6 These influences should be
investigated further to guide public policies.7,8 Epidemiological studies have correlated
physical and cognitive inactivity with a higher risk of age-related cognitive decline,9,10
while an active lifestyle may help prevent cognitive impairment in old age,11 a topic
that was recently reviewed.5 Consistent with this view, the decline in memory and
language that is associated with normal or pathological aging seems to be aggravated
after institutionalization.12,13 Institutionalization is associated with an impoverished
environment, as well as reduced sensorimotor and cognitive stimulation, social interactions, and physical activity, which contribute to a sedentary lifestyle.12
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We previously examined the effects of environmental
impoverishment on episodic-like and spatial memories in
aged mice.14 Environmental enrichment has been defined as a
combination of complex physical activity and social stimulation, reproduced in animal cages with running wheels, ropes,
bridges, tunnels, and toys that are changed periodically.15,16
We demonstrated that mice maintained in enriched environments generally performed well on the spatial memory
tasks on the Morris water maze and perfectly distinguished
between old and recent and between displaced and stationary
objects in the episodic-like memory tests, whereas individual
mice maintained in impoverished cages lost those abilities.14
Morris water maze and episodic-like memory tasks have been
previously detailed.17,18
In the present report, we aimed to investigate this hypothesis in elderly subjects and test the effects of multisensory and
cognitive stimulation (enriched stimulation) on Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) and selected language-test
scores. Cognitive and multisensory stimulation is an intervention for people with or without dementia, and offers a range of
enjoyable activities that provide general stimulation for thinking, concentration, and memory, as well as ludic activities,
such as dancing and music, usually in a social setting, such
as a small group.15,16,19–21 The selected language tests included
the Boston Naming Test, Semantic Verbal Fluency (SVF),
Phonological Verbal Fluency (PVF), Montréal d’Evaluation
de la Communication (MEC), and the Boston Cookie Theft
picture-description task to measure spontaneous language
production in elderly subjects, as previously described.22
We compared the scores from institutionalized elderly subjects (impoverished environment) with noninstitutionalized
(enriched environment) age-matched subjects. Each subject
was compared with his/herself at different time windows,
before and after multisensory and cognitive stimulation.
Our results indicated multisensory and cognitive stimulation
should be included in permanent health policies for elderly
persons living in long-term-care institutions.

Materials and methods
This study was approved by the local research ethics committee, and all principles of ethics related to research involving
human subjects were observed. All subjects and/or institutions agreed to participate voluntarily and provided written
consent. The present study was interventional, longitudinal,
and analytical, and was developed at the Laboratory of
Investigations in Neurodegeneration and Infection of the
Institute of Biological Sciences at the University Hospital
João de Barros Barreto in the city of Belém, Brazil.
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Subjects
Participants were aged 65 or older with no history of head
trauma, stroke, primary depression, or chronic alcoholism.
All older participants were considered cognitively healthy
with appropriate MMSE scores, adjusted for education level
with the following cutoff points: illiterates, 13; 1–7 years
of schooling, 18; $8 years of schooling, 26.23 All patients
who met these criteria were assessed with selected language
tests and the MMSE, followed by 48 sessions of multisensory and cognitive stimulation. Volunteers were divided
into two groups, matched for age and years of education:
institutionalized (I; n=25, 76.0±6.9 years old, 4.7±4.5 years
of schooling; those who live in long-term-care institutions),
and noninstitutionalized (NI; n=17, 74.2±4.0 years old,
6.8±3.6 years of schooling; those who live in communities
with their families). On average, the length of institutionalization was 8.8±3.45 years (mean ± standard deviation), and all
long-term-care institutions were under similar internal rules
and environmental conditions. NI elderly were living in the
community with one or more family members.

Language assessment
Language was assessed with the following tests, detailed
in Table S1.
The Boston Naming Test (shortened version) was
administered and analyzed according to parameterized data
for Brazil,24,25 adopting a cutoff equivalent to twelve of 15
possible figures named correctly. For SVF and PVF, tests of
phonological and semantic verbal fluency were administered
and computed using the following cutoff points: ,9 points
for illiterates, ,12 points for 1–7 years of schooling,
and ,13 points for individuals with 8 years or more of
schooling.26 The Cookie Theft test was evaluated using
previously published criteria on the information content of
the image, including the number of key concepts, narrative
efficiency, number of units of information, the total number
of words, and concision ratio (ratio between the information
units and the total number of words).27,28
Metaphors (explanation and alternatives), Direct Speech
Acts (DSA), and Indirect Speech Acts (ISA; explanation
and alternatives), Linguistic and Emotional Prosody, and
Narrative Discourse (partial retelling, total retelling, and
full-text comprehension) make up the MEC. The MEC battery was administered, and performance was measured in
accordance with the guidelines validated for the Brazilian
population.29 The cutoff points were those suggested for
the age-group 60–75 years, with adjustments for education:
metaphors (2–7 years of education, 19 points; $8 years of
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schooling, 25 points), Direct and Indirect Speech (2–7 years
of education, 26 points; $8 years of schooling, 27 points),
Linguistic Prosody (2–7 years of education, 6 points; $9
years of schooling, 9 points), Emotional Prosody (2–7 years
of education, 6 points; $8 years of schooling, 8 points),
partial retelling (2–7 years of education, 5 points; $8 years
of schooling, 11 points), complete retelling (2–7 years of
schooling, 2 points; $8 years of schooling, 8 points), and
full-text comprehension (2–7 years of education, 5 points; $8
years of schooling, 8 points).29,30

Multisensory and cognitive interventions
All subjects participated in the intervention program, which
consisted of multisensory and cognitive activities designed
for prevention of memory and language impairments. The
intervention was organized as workshops for a group of ten
or fewer volunteers. All sessions lasted 1 hour and were
held twice a week, totaling 48 workshops. The workshops
were based on a variety of recreational and ludic activities
(eg, music, dance, singing, food preparation, and selecting
pictures) designed to include a number of verbal, visual,
auditory, tactile, olfactory, and gustatory stimuli as motivational actions for systematic exercises of language and
memory. Cognitive training was based on the act of speaking,
social interactions between participants, and multisensory
stimulation. Each workshop had diversified activities and
goals (Table S2).
All group I participants were submitted to neuropsychological tests and to the intervention program on the
environment of their own long-term-care institutions, in a
quiet and well-lit room with similar physical conditions,
and without interruptions. The NI group subjects were
also tested and submitted to the intervention program, in
public places for ludic and social activities in community
centers for elderly. The experimenters were the same for
all participants. Because the I group were assessed in their
own institution, experimenters were not blind to the group
of the participant.

Neuropsychological reassessment
and monitoring during the intervention
program
To compare cognitive performance at the different stages
of the intervention between groups, MMSE and language
tests were carried out in the beginning (before stimulation),
in the middle (after 24 sessions), and at the end (after 48
sessions). Thus, all patients were cognitively reassessed
every 3 months.
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Statistical analysis
The cognitive statuses of the elderly groups attending the
intervention program were assessed by MMSE and language-test scores. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
analysis was conducted: a 2 × 2 (group × number of sessions)
as raw-change score = A – B, where A was “after” and B
was baseline, or “before”. A main effect of the group variable would indicate greater improvement in one group
versus the other, a main effect of the time-point variable
would indicate a difference in improvement from baseline
to 3 months and baseline to 6 months, and an interaction
between group and time point variables would indicate
differences in the amount of improvement across time in
both groups. BioEstat version 5.0 (http://www.mamiraua.
org.br) was used for statistical analysis of the data.31 Twoway ANOVA and Bonferroni post tests were applied using
Prism software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA)
to measure possible interactions between lifestyles (I vs NI)
and the number of sessions (24 vs 48) on the performance
of neuropsychological tests.

Results
MMSE and language-test results
Statistical differences between the average MMSE scores
were not significant, whereas in the language tests a number of significant differences were detected. Figure 1 gives
graphical representations of mean scores and respective
standard errors of neuropsychological tests indicating
significant differences between time points (number of
sessions) into the same group and between the same time
points between groups. Note that before stimulation,
the I group showed on average lower scores than the NI
group in a number of tests: Boston Naming (I=10.1±0.58,
NI=12.3±042 [mean ± standard error], Mann–Whitney
Z[U]=2.72; P=0.007), SVF (I=10.1±0.64, NI=12.2±068,
t=−2.15; P=0.04), PVF (I=4.92±0.72, NI=6.97±085, t=−2.83;
P=0.007), key concepts (I=1.76±0.35, NI=3.24±023, Mann–
Whitney Z[U]=2.96, P=0.003), metaphors – explanation
(I=17.4±1.61, NI=22.24±1.86, t=−2.57; P=0.01), DSA –
alternatives (I=6.00±0.58, NI=7.88±0.74, t=−2.39; P=0.022),
and Emotional Prosody (I=4.12±0.33, NI=5.18±043, Mann–
Whitney Z[U]=2.63, P=0.008). Cognitive and multisensory
stimulation reduced the language differences between the
I and NI groups to PVF after 24 sessions (I=6.94±0.71,
NI=9.29±094, t=−2.77; P=0.0085), and after 48 sessions no
language differences were detected anymore. Table S3 gives
all mean scores and standard errors for the I and NI groups
at all time points and tests where we detected statistically
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Figure 1 Graphical representations of mean and standard error of tests scores in the institutionalized (I) and noninstitutionalized (NI) groups across time (number of sessions:
0, 24, 48) of elderly subjects. The mean and standard error values are indicated on the y-axis, and the number of sessions and groups are indicated on the x-axis.
Abbreviations: MMSE, mini-mental state examination; SVF, semantic verbal fluency; PVF, phonological verbal fluency; Expl, explanation; DSA, direct speech acts; ISA, indirect
speech acts.

significant differences in the amount of improvement after the
intervention program. Tables 1 and 2 show in detail t-tests or
Mann–Whitney results inside each group and between groups
before and after stimulation. Because the I group showed
lower performance on the language tests before the stimulation, the amount of language improvement after stimulation
was higher than in the NI group.

Institutionalization and multisensory
and cognitive stimulation

Two groups (NI and I) × two time points (number of sessions, 24 and 48) two-way ANOVA analysis as raw-change
score = A – B, where A was “after” and B was baseline,
or “before,” revealed group effects on performance in the
following tests: Boston Naming (F1,80=13.13, P=0.0008),
key concepts (F 1,80=11.74, P=0.0011) from narrative,
DSA – explanation (F1,80=4.47, P=0.03), and partial retelling
312
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(F1,80=4.76, P=0.0321) from the MEC battery. The number
of sessions affected the performance of SVF (F1,80=30.54,
P,0.0001) and PVF (F1,80=4.05, P=0.047) tests, and from
the MEC battery the following tests: metaphors – explanation (F1,80=8.51, P=0.0046), DSA – explanation (F1,80=19.7,
P,0.0001) and alternatives (F1,80=4.76, P=0.032), ISA –
explanation (F1,80=22.73, P,0.0001), Emotional Prosody
(F1,80=4.59, P=0.0352), and partial (F1,80=5.03, P=0.0276)
and complete (F1,80=4.67, P=0.034) retelling and comprehension (F1,80=4.60, P=0.0350). The interactions between
groups (NI and I) and number of sessions (0, 24, and 48)
were not significant.

Discussion
This study investigated the impact of multisensory and
cognitive stimulations on the scores of elderly subjects
on MMSE and language tests. We also compared the test
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2014:9
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Table 1 T-tests results with t- and P-values inside each group before and after stimulation
Tests

Boston Naming
SVF
PVF
Key concepts
(test of narrative)
Metaphors
(explanation)
DSA
(explanation)
DSA
(alternatives)
ISA (explanation)
Emotional
Prosody
Partial retelling
Total retelling
Comprehension

Institutionalized

Noninstitutionalized

Before
stimulation vs
after 24 sessions

After
24 sessions vs
after 48 sessions

Before
stimulation vs
after 48 sessions

Before
stimulation vs
after 24 sessions

After
24 sessions vs
after 48 sessions

Before
stimulation vs
after 48 sessions

t=-6.0966
P,0.0001
t=-9.4061
P,0.0001
t=-8.2193
P,0.0001
t=-2.179
P=0.0393
t=-6.8446
P,0.0001
t=-6.831
P,0.0001
t=-3.1569
P=0.0042
t=-6.4679
P,0.0001
t=-7.0081
P,0.0001
t=-6.5338
P,0.0001
t=-2.8284
P=0.0093
t=-3.9192
P=0.0006

–

t=-5.7469
P,0.0001
t=-12.959
P,0.0001
t=-7.522
P,0.0001
t=-3.3333
P=0.0028
t=-7.8527
P,0.0001
t=-10.453
P,0.0001
t=-3.9489
P=0.0006
t=-9.4186
P,0.0001
t=-5.4436
P,0.0001
t=-6.0136
P,0.0001
t=-4.9847
P,0.0001
t=-5.2553
P,0.0001

t=-4.0157
P=0.001
–

–

–

t=-3.1168
P=0.0066
t=-2.7531
P=0.0141
t=-3.0514
P=0.0076
–

t=-3.4136
P=0.0035
t=-2.2618
P=0.0379
–

t=-4.3605
P,0.0001
t=-3.4267
P=0.0034
–

–

t=-4.77
P,0.0001
t=-2.3451
P=0.0322
–

t=-5.7162
P,0.0001
t=-3.1762
P=0.004
–
t=-3.3864
P=0.0024
t=-5.0761
P,0.0001
–
t=-4.9609
P,0.0001
–
t=-2.522
P=0.0187
t=-6.1954
P,0.0001
–

t=-4.718
P,0.0001
–
t=-3.3119
P=0.0044
–
–
t=-3.1158
P=0.0066
–
–
t=-3.732
P=0.0018
–

t=-2.3952
P=0.0291
–

t=-2.6648
P=0.0169
t=-2.4874
P=0.0242
t=-2.4245
P=0.0275
–

t=-4.4362
P,0.0001
t=-2.3154
P=0.0341

Abbreviations: MMSE, mini-mental state examination; SVF, semantic verbal fluency; PVF, phonological verbal fluency; Expl, explanation; DSA, direct speech acts; ISA, indirect
speech acts.

performance of the NI and I groups. The MMSE was used
to select cognitively normal volunteers who subsequently
underwent evaluations before and after multisensory and
cognitive interventions. The two groups were matched
for age and education. Both groups attended a series of
48 workshops involving multisensory and cognitive stimulation, and were evaluated before, during, and after the
stimulation sessions ended. The results demonstrated that
language tests were more sensitive than the classic screening test (MMSE) for detecting age-related cognitive decline
and evaluating the cognitive progress. Previously,12 it was
determined that I and NI groups differ in physical activity
and performance on neuropsychological tests. In the present
study, the I group showed worse cognitive performance when
compared to the NI group, which may be due to a higher
degree of sedentary lifestyle and poor cognitive stimulation.
After the intervention program, we saw significant improvement in both groups, with the stimulation sessions having
the greatest impact on the I group, whose improvement on
cognitive tests showed no ceiling effect, as was observed
for the NI group.
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2014:9

Age-related cognitive decline
and an impoverished environment
Experimental data from rodents indicated there was cognitive decline in learning and memory that was associated with
aging; in addition, these changes were related to structural
and functional changes in hippocampal formation, which
such functions depend on.32–34 Several experimental studies
compared cognitive performance among animals living in an
enriched environment and an impoverished environment for
sensory input and motor activities. These studies found animals of the same genetic variety show hippocampal cognitive
dysfunction after living in impoverished environments, with
deficits in learning and spatial memory.35,36 An experimental
study in mice conducted in our laboratory14 determined that
mnemonic skills deteriorated more intensely with impaired
spatial and episodic-like memories when the aging process
occurred in an impoverished environment. Accordingly, older
animals that were housed in the enriched environment showed
preserved learning and memory in all tests, suggesting the
mechanisms of consolidation and recovery for these types
of memory were maintained by somatomotor and cognitive
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 2 Institutionalized versus noninstitutionalized t- or Mann–
Whitney test results, indicating significant differences between
baseline, 24, and 48 sessions
Tests

Institutionalized vs noninstitutionalized

Boston Naming

SVF
PVF
Key concepts
(test of narrative)
Metaphors
(explanation)
DSA (explanation)
DSA (alternatives)
ISA (explanation)
Emotional
Prosody
Partial retelling
Total retelling
Comprehension

Before
stimulation

After
24 sessions

After
48 sessions

Mann–Whitney
Z(U)=2.7162
P=0.0066
t=-2.1506
P=0.0375
t=-2.8283
P=0.0073
Mann–Whitney
Z(U)=2.9597
P=0.0031
t=-2.5675
P=0.0141
–
t=-2.3952
P=0.022
–
Mann–Whitney
Z(U)=2.6308
P=0.0085
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

t=-2.7709
P=0.0085
–

–

–

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–

Abbreviations: MMSE, mini-mental state examination; SVF, semantic verbal
fluency; PVF, phonological verbal fluency; Expl, explanation; DSA, direct speech acts;
ISA, indirect speech acts.

stimulations in the enriched condition. Another recent
study tested how environmental enrichment can reverse the
changes in spatial learning and memory that are impaired
by advancing age in rats, concomitantly with neurogenesis.
Although the performance of young rats overcame that
of aged rats, aged rats exposed to enriched environments
performed better in all behavioral measures than aged rats
housed individually.37
The human cognitive decline associated with aging
seems to be a consequence of neural network impairments,38–41 which is mainly associated with vascular,42,43
inflammatory,44–46 metabolic,47–49 and oxidative50,51 changes.
These pathophysiological neural network changes are
worsened by a sedentary lifestyle,52–54 and physical and
cognitive stimulation on a regular basis seem to delay these
damages in both healthy and demented older persons.55 In
a recent review, Volkers and Scherder12 showed that sedentary and lonely elderly subjects living in long-term care
institutions (impoverished conditions) had worse cognitive
performance and cognitively decline more quickly than
individuals who had active lives in the community with their
families (enriched conditions). These authors demonstrated
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that institutionalization exacerbates the cognitive decline,
probably due to the lower degree of cognitive and physical activities in these environments. Institutionalization is
associated with excessive time in bed, and when out of bed,
elderly persons remain inactive and passive. When using
scales to assess the quality of life of the institutionalized
elderly, there was greater impairment in the usual activities
needed for daily living, and aggravating factors were anxiety,
depression, and lack of family support.56 In this context,
the reduced levels of physical and cognitive activities in
the institutionalized environment favor cognitive decline,
depression, and decreasing quality of life. The worse cognitive performance among the elderly in this study seems to be
related to the impoverished environment of long-term-care
institutions, which were improved by the implementation
of workshops and multisensory stimulation. Therefore, we
suggest the plasticity of the institutionalized elderly brain is
preserved, and could be enhanced by regular cognitive and
multisensory interventions.

Age-related cognitive decline
and language neuropsychological tests
The decrease in language skills, in association with semantic
memory, seems to be one of the first consequences of aging
on cognitive performance, but is also seen in early stage
Alzheimer’s disease.57 The impairment of semantic memory
suggests there are neural compensation mechanisms, such
as retrieving words integrated with visual information.58 In
a recent study,59 Cotelli et al demonstrated that performance
on tests of naming was associated with activation of the
left frontal and temporal areas in both young and elderly
subjects, but that this activity included the prefrontal cortex
during normal aging, indicating the presence of pathological
reorganization of these pathways during aging. Sugarman
et al57 determined the naming test associated with functional
magnetic resonance imaging has predictive value for the risk
of Alzheimer’s disease and should be used as a presymptomatic biomarker, justifying our choice of using cognitive
skill tests involving language functions. Other findings suggest similar sensitivities with tests of SVF, demonstrating
that possible changes are relevant for the diagnosis of early
cognitive decline and to measure its worsening.60 It has
been proposed that the decrease in verbal working memory
and reduced reading comprehension are early indicators
of aging cognitive decline,61 and that patients in the early
stages of Alzheimer’s disease exhibit language deficits that
are expressed as a reduction in syntactic complexity,62 using
the analysis of language elicited from the Cookie Theft
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concept. This test requires the participant to describe what is
happening in the picture. The verbal description of the figure
was recorded and then transcribed from the MP3 file, following standard procedures.63 In this study, we employed the
Cookie Theft narrative test and evaluated a series of linguistic
functions. We found that three of four indicators improved
after multisensory and cognitive stimulation, namely key
concepts, narrative efficiency, and information units, and this
effect was significantly greater in the I group. These findings
confirmed the importance of our choice to assess language
disorders associated with age-related cognitive decline that
are aggravated by the deleterious effects of the impoverished
environment of long-term-care institutions.

Beneficial implications of a multisensory
and cognitive stimulation intervention
program for the institutionalized elderly
The set of data obtained here in healthy aging subjects, and
findings from other studies in both healthy and demented
elderly subjects, demonstrate it is possible to improve
cognitive 55,64–66 and perceptual 67–70 functions through
training and exercises that make up sensory/motor and
cognitive-oriented stimulation programs for the elderly.
As recommended elsewhere,71,72 our intervention program
was designed to take advantage of presumed compensatory mechanisms associated with multisensory/motor and
cognitive stimulation, thereby limiting functional decline in
higher cognitive performance in aging people. However, a
previous report73 found that cognitive stimulation programs
differ in duration, strategies, and the methods employed;
therefore, there are widely diverse effects and maintenance
of long-term results.
Another important finding was that the NI persons submitted to our interventional program showed less increase
in neuropsychological tests performance than the I group.
We suggest that the enriched environment interactions and
socialization in the community lifestyles of the NI group
exposed these subjects to a greater amount of cognitive
and multisensory stimulation, decreasing the magnitude of
the effects of therapeutic sessions. In line with these findings, other studies suggest that elderly subjects without any
concomitant cognitive stimulation may benefit relatively
more from training than older people with parallel cognitive
stimulation.74 However, it is necessary to consider that since
there was no comparison with a “no intervention” control
group, it is impossible to distinguish any improvements from
a practice effect, but because a possible practice effect would
be present in both groups, it is reasonable to suppose that
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this practice effect would not explain significant differences
between the I and NI groups.
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Emotional Prosody

Linguistic Prosody

Direct (DSA)
and Indirect (ISA)
Speech Acts
(explanation
and alternatives)

MEC battery
Metaphors
(explanation
and alternatives)

Evaluate the ability to perceive
and identify emotional intonation
patterns.

Examine the ability to understand direct
speech acts (10 situations in which the
speaker means literally what is said) and
indirect (10 cases in which the intention
of the speaker is not explicit and must
be inferred from the context), both from
a particular communicative context.
Evaluate the perception
and identification of linguistic
intonation patterns.

Assess the ability to understand
and explain the nonliteral sense
of sentences.

Assess the skills of narrating and
describing. To analyze the production
of oral language before exposure
to the figure “Cookie Theft”.

Test of Narrative
“Cookie Theft”

Semantic (SVF) and
Phonological (PVF)
Verbal Fluencies

To assess the ability of naming
by visual confrontation.
To evaluate language production,
starting with triggers of semantic
categories and phonemes.

Boston Naming Test

Objectives

Table S1 Language test details

Each sentence was previously recorded on audio equipment,
with adjustable accents for the region in three different
intonations (affirmative, interrogative, and imperative).
A total of 12 sentences were read in random order.
The subject is asked to identify the intonation.
The maximum score is 12 points.
Each sentence was previously recorded on audio equipment,
with adjustable regional accent in three different emotional
intonations (happiness, sadness, and anger), making 12 stimuli,
presented in random order. The evaluated individual was
asked to identify the intonation. The maximum score
was 12 points.

The individual is asked to explain the meaning of the
sentence in their own words. The answer is scored with 0,
1, or 2, with a maximum score of 40 points. After this step,
three sentences are read in a loud voice, and the volunteer
has to indicate which one of the three sentences best
explains the meaning of the sentence he had explained.
The subject is asked to explain in his or her own words
what the person meant after hearing the situation read by
the examiner. The explanation is scored 0, 1, or 2, with a
maximum score of 40 points. After the explanation,
the volunteer is asked to choose an alternative that
better explains what the phrase meant.

The patient must name 15 figures submitted to him/her.
Each correct answer corresponds to 1 point.
The patient has to say as many words as possible in
1 minute in the categories animals and fruits for semantic
verbal fluency, and say as many words as possible beginning
with A and F for phonological verbal fluency. All correct
words are scored within the categories analyzed.
The volunteer is instructed to describe everything
he is seeing in the image in the best way possible.
The speech is recorded, transcribed, and analyzed.

Command

2–7 years of education, 6 points;
$8 years of schooling, 8 points.

2–7 years of education, 6 points;
$9 years of schooling, 9 points.

2–7 years of education, 26 points;
$8 years of schooling, 27 points.

2–7 years of education, 19 points;
$8 years of schooling, 25 points.

Test results were evaluated using previous
published criteria on the information content
of the image, including the number of key
concepts, narrative efficiency, number of units
of information, the total number of words, and
concision ratio (ratio between the information
units and the total number of words).

Cutoff equivalent to 12 out of 15 possible
figures named correctly.
,9 points for illiterates, ,12 points for
1–7 years of schooling, and ,13 points for
individuals with 8 years or more of schooling.

Score and cutoff

De Oliveira et al
Dovepress

Supplementary materials
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3. Comprehension

2. Complete retelling

Narrative discourse
1. Partial retelling

Evaluate comprehension and recall
of complex linguistic information,
as well as the ability to examine.
discursive expression.
After reading each paragraph, the subject was asked
to recount with his own words the paragraph read.
Total score for essential information was 18 points.
The same story is read a second time, in its entirety, by the
examiner. The individual being evaluated is instructed to
retell after reading, in his or her own words, the whole story.
The information in the narrative was scored by comparison
with a grid of 13 main information points, generating
a maximum score of 13 points.
Examines the understanding of the same story through
12 issues of short answers. Each correct answer
adds 1 point, the maximum score is 12 points.
2–7 years of education, 5 points;
$8 years of schooling, 8 points.

2–7 years of schooling, 2 points;
$8 years of schooling, 8 points.

2–7 years of education, 5 points;
$8 years of schooling, 11 points.
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Table S2 Detailed organization of the workshops for multisensory and cognitive stimulation
Workshops

Stimuli

Activities

First series of workshops
1st
Autobiographical memory
2nd, 3rd
Attention
4th, 5th
Phonological
and semantic
6th, 7th
Phonological
and semantic
8th, 9th
Syntax
10th, 11th
12th–15th
16th–19th

Prospective memory
Sound, music
and discourse
Sound and motor

20th, 21st
22nd–24th

Tactile and discursive
Olfactory, gustatory,
and discursive
Second series of workshops
25th–30th
Visual and discursive
31st, 32nd
Semantic memory
33rd, 34th
Language comprehension
35th, 36th
Memory and discourse
37th–40th
Facial expression
41st, 42nd

Emotional prosody

43rd
44th, 45th
46th, 47th

Linguistic prosody
Narrative
Retelling

48th

Narrative and retelling

Recalling events of their personal lives.
Stimuli through the techniques of attention in a group.
Activation of phonological and semantic networks of language through double-bingo lotto for
semantic category and phoneme.
Bingo lotto of letters where networking phonological and syntactic language are activated through
the bingo cartouches.
List of words containing nouns and verbs: the group had to identify and transform the names into
verbs and verbs into names, explaining their meaning, providing a synonym and elaborating phrases.
Thematic workshops: politics, health, education, public safety, etc. Personal positioning.
Use of sound and music: music competition, identification of sounds and their representations, their
music, and lyrics.
Use of sound stimuli and motor activities associated with body movements. Dance videos, identifying
the movements and rhythm. Free dance.
Tactile stimuli blindfolded identification of objects and their function, surface sensitivity.
Olfactory and gustatory stimuli, identification of odors and flavors and their representations,
exchange recipes and tasting.
Use of images, pictures, and photos as triggers for speech, pairing visual and verbal information.
Working with the categorization and association intruders.
Activities with proverbs and popular sayings. Task working words and phrases with double meanings.
Folk legends and popular beliefs, personal accounts through evocations of the subject.
Identification and categorization of facial expressions, context of facial expressions, creating a
context for the emotions, execution and guesswork of facial expressions.
Analysis of the voice on the emotions, relate them to situations and categorize them in
corresponding emotions, interpretation of dialogues with different intonations.
Analysis of speech situations (statement, exclamation mark), interpretation and creation of dialogues.
Narration and creating stories.
Retelling a story with as much detail as possible, intervening in memory and comprehension of texts
and stories.
Evocation of the intervention program highlights and closure.

Table S3 Mean scores and standard errors for language tests from institutionalized and noninstitutionalized groups with significant
differences
Tests

Institutionalized

Boston Naming
SVF
PVF
Key concepts (test of narrative)
Metaphors (explanation)
DSA (explanation)
DSA (alternatives)
ISA (explanation)
Emotional Prosody
Partial retelling
Total retelling
Comprehension

Noninstitutionalized

Before
stimulation

After
24 sessions

After
48 sessions

Before
stimulation

After
24 sessions

After
48 sessions

10.1±0.5829
10.1±0.6372
4.92±0.7192
1.76±0.3478
17.4±1.6093
8.72±0.6941
6.00±0.5831
11.40±0.7461
4.12±0.3282
7.92±0.6555
6.00±0.5
6.48±0.6883

12.2±0.5935
12.2±0.6589
6.94±0.7132
2.4±0.2828
22.68±1.5671
12.16±0.665
7.40±0.3873
14.64±0.658
5.96±0.4564
10.76±0.7556
7.20±0.5477
8.08±0.5713

12.5±0.6979
13.8±0.7869
7.86±0.8229
2.76±0.307
25.44±1.6218
14.08±0.6243
7.92±0.3693
16.84±0.4785
6.32±0.5407
11.68±0.7432
8.68±0.5936
8.64±0.5594

12.3±0.418
12.2±0.6819
6.97±0.8461
3.24±0.2353
22.24±1.862
10.82±0.6655
7.88±0.7371
13.76±0.8381
5.18±0.4308
9.94±1.0896
7.06±0.6444
8.12±0.6907

13.2±0.407
13.3±0.5753
9.29±0.9404
3.29±0.3614
26.12±1.8882
12.00±0.8911
7.82±0.6017
15.47±0.6593
5.94±0.5249
10.65±1.3878
8.53±0.7579
8.59±0.8047

13.3±0.4091
14.4±0.6818
9.70±1.0788
3.53±0.3548
28.18±2.0477
13.59±0.9278
7.59±0.6477
16.47±0.8407
7.00±0.7276
11.59±1.4629
9.29±0.7848
9.06±0.74

Abbreviations: MMSE, mini-mental state examination; SVF, semantic verbal fluency; PVF, phonological verbal fluency; Expl, explanation; DSA, direct speech acts; ISA,
indirect speech acts.
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